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Solder On

Designer Max Lipsey joins
forces with Matter and
Cappellini with his steel
Acciaio series.
BY TIFFANY JOW
PORTRAIT BY ISABELLA ROZENDAAL

Tools and storage in Max Lipsey’s
Eindhoven studio. (OPPOSITE, TOP TO
BOTTOM) Lipsey in his studio. Some of
Lipsey’s tools and materials.
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To minimize commute time between Brooklyn
and Manhattan, industrial designer Max Lipsey
began riding a bicycle across the Manhattan
Bridge—and fell in love with it. “Cycling is
fresh air, movement, speed, and the freedom to
go anywhere,” he says. “It gives you a real sense
for how all places are interconnected.” A proponent of craft and raw materials, the designer,
then a student at New York University, had
no idea this practical pursuit would lead to his
most celebrated work to date.
Lipsey, 31, debuted his Acciaio series in 2010
at the Biennale Interieur in Kortrijk, Belgium.
The less-is-more line of chairs and stools
features powder-coated frames made from
tapered tubes of chromoly steel, a lightweight,
durable alloy used by bike-frame building
suppliers. Each piece’s flat surface is made
from semi-flexible sheets of perforated aluminum, which are sandwiched between buttery
saddle leather. Lipsey initially produced the
series, named after the Italian word for steel
(pronounced ah-chai-yo), in small quantities
from his studio. At ICFF the following year,
he met Jamie Gray, the proprietor of the New
York design store Matter, who invited him to
collaborate on a run of pieces for the Berlin
design fair Qubique. The resulting objects—
a bent lamp, a cabinet, a room divider, a side
table, and a low-sitting cabinet-table hybrid—
ultimately formed Acciaio Stage 2, now carried exclusively by Matter. In 2012, Cappellini
contacted Lipsey with interest in carrying the
original Acciaio seating range. The Acciaio
lounge has been available through the Italian
furniture manufacturer since the start of this
year, and soon it will be joined by the stool
and dining chair.
Keen to learn an array of traditional techniques, Lipsey lets the making process itself
inform his final product. “Interacting with
materials is a rich source of inspiration for ideas
you’d never get otherwise,” he says. “I don’t
have any ideas sitting on a computer.”
Growing up in Colorado, Lipsey was
exposed to a range of creative disciplines by his
architect father and artist mother. He enrolled
in an individualized study program at NYU,
and his daily commute to class often led him
past the Greene Street design destination Moss.
The storefront would frequently feature work
by forward-thinking Dutch designers like
Hella Jongerius, Marcel Wanders, and Maarten
Baas—visionaries who pushed design in directions Lipsey never thought possible. He realized they all came from the Design Academy
Eindhoven, where he soon applied and was
accepted. After graduation, he stayed in the
Dutch city, opened his own studio in 2008, and
is now based there.
Acciaio and its sibling Stage 2 epitomize
Lipsey’s heuristic approach. Initially, he
simply wanted to make a steel-framed chair
with tapered legs, but didn’t know where to get
the material. He’d recently taken a class led by
master bike-frame builder Koichi Yamaguchi,
whose deep knowledge of the craft resonated
with the budding designer. Over time, Lipsey
learned, manufacturers had developed tapered
steel tubes to be as light as possible: The walls

get thicker as the tube gets thinner, providing
optimum strength. Emboldened by a pinkand-silver Gazelle frame hanging above his
desk, Lipsey decided to use the tubes for his
chair, and found the bike to be an ever-useful
resource. “There are a lot of questions you
encounter on the way to creating a chair,” he
says. “Simple decisions, but important ones.
Using the bicycle as a model answered many
of them.”
The collection’s production process takes
cues from that of racing bikes, and begins with
Lipsey measuring and cutting the steel tubes
with a handful of simple tools. He cuts some to
create seamless miter joints, and presses others
into molds to get specific profiles. “There are
parts of the chair where round tubes would
not work well, so I press them into flat ovals
or crescents,” he says. Next he places the
pieces into a template jig, then brazes them
with a tungsten inert gas welder, and files them
down to form a smooth connection between
the tubes. After painting the resulting frame,
Lipsey fits the folded leather seat into it with
pop rivets.
The Acciaio series debuted in 16 colors, each
based on a classic racing bike and named for its
builder (red is Gelmino; purple is Horace; mint
is Edoardo; black is Paulo & Italo). The spare
steel structures showcase Lipsey’s ability to
wrestle very personal and professional interests
into a usable physical form. “Making meaningful products has been my stated, if naïve, goal as
a designer, and I’ve found attaining that goal to
be much harder than it sounds,” he says. “What
I learned in making these objects is that forcing your preconceived notions into a design
rarely works—but by staying alert throughout
the process, much better ideas start to reveal
themselves.”
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Lipsey’s Acciaio chair for Cappellini.
(OPPOSITE) The Cappellini booth at
this year’s Salone del Mobile, featuring
an Acciaio chair, a Meltdown floor lamp
by Johan Lindstrom, and shelves, also
by Lipsey.
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